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Sristi organises the Traditional Forgotten
Recipes Contest to revive recipes that
have been part of our life from generation
to generation. Generally, in our day-to-
day life we do not consume any other
food grains other than wheat, rice or
corn. This recipe contest is organised by
Sristi to encourage the food formulations
that use minor millets or vegetables
mostly grown or available in tribal and
dry regions of India. 

Background

To participate in this contest, send a WhatsApp message on
M-9925320793 or write down in a sheet of paper before

December 15, 2022. The message should contain the name
of the recipe, ingredients & method of preparation. Please

also send your full name, address and phone number. 

Please remember that the recipe should be
unique and in the category of forgotten recipes. 
You can even come and drop the recipe
personally at our office. We hope you will
encourage and everyone in your friend circle to
participate in this unique contest.
All participants will receive a participation
certificate. The three best contestants will
receive a shield too along with the participation
certificate. 

*The participation for this contest is free of cost. 



Why is the Forgotten Recipes Contest organised? 

The Traditional Forgotten Recipes Competition is
organised by Sristi. With the changing modern times,
the minor millets and uncommon vegetables have
almost disappeared from our kitchens. Hence, this
contest is organised to revive this part of tradition in
city life. We aim to encourage use of grains or
vegetation that grow on its own in a home, field. 

These grains/vegetations should grow on their own and should
not be available easily in the market. The recipes entered in this
contest should use such ingredients as described above For eg:
Mordi Bhaaji curry, Cheel leaves curry, Nala leaves curry, Umra,
Goondi flowers curry, Khati ambli flowers curry, Chutney, Kadhi,
Dodi Muthiya, Arni flowers Kadhi etc. Such ingredients or recipes
are gradually disappearing from our daily life. 



1) One participant can send more than one recipe but it has to be
exquisite.
2) The recipes in this contest cannot contain artificial essence or
colour.
3) The health benefits and traditional significance of the recipes
should be mentioned along with the recipe. 
4) It is expected that the recipes should use minimum amount of
oil, sugar and ghee. 
5) The contestants have to prepare the recipe at home and get it at
the venue. The recipes should be completely vegetarian. 
6) The organisation will not pay/reimburse for the transport of the
contestant to or from the venue of the competition. 
7) A full copy of all the details of the recipe sent for the
competition should be carried to the venue and kept at the table. 
8) All participants will receive a participation certificate. The three
best contestants will receive a shield too along with the
participation certificate. 
9) Any documentation or publication of the recipe will also mention
the contestant/participant’s names too. 
10) All the rights to change/modify any rules of the competition are
held with the Sristi organisation. 

Rules for Participants

Venue of the Competition
SATTVIK MAHOTSAV 
NEXT TO ANDHJAN MANDAL (BPA), 132FT RING ROAD, 
VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD

079- 27912792 / 27913293, (M) 99253 20793, 

 www.sristi.org

sattvik@sristi.org

You can send your entries
on WhatsApp M-

9925320793 until 15
December, 2022. You can
also give handwritten or
copy of the recipe at the

SRISTI office. 
 

http://www.sristi.org/
http://www.sristi.org/
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REGISTER NOW!!!

Register 
Here

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd4TokMM-OVVBh6in5b-SPoYM3HrEzroHS8FVZ-wdG4h3Yjlw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd4TokMM-OVVBh6in5b-SPoYM3HrEzroHS8FVZ-wdG4h3Yjlw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd4TokMM-OVVBh6in5b-SPoYM3HrEzroHS8FVZ-wdG4h3Yjlw/viewform

